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EDITORIAL

D

on’t look for jokes linked to April fool’s
day in this issue of our monthly bulletin.
You won’t find any. Everything it contains is
true and verifiable.

F

irst of all, we hope to see all our
members in the Le Bourget Air Museum
(Concorde Hall) on saturday March 31
and sunday April 01 for the associations
reunion. You will have the opportunity to
meet the actors of 42 associations who,
like those of the French Wing, use their
time, money, and energy, to reach the goals
that they gave themselves. On the French
Wing booth, you will be able to buy some
Roy Grinnell prints, some profiles drawn
by Bertrand Brown, and numerous plastic
models donated by Léon Manoukians’
family.

T

he hangar is progressing well as you will
see in the following pages. Of course,
we could do with a lot more volunteers
working and helping this construction of
the mezzanine and the arrangement of
all the equipment, but I know many other
associations who are a lot less lucky than
we are…

WHAT COULD BE THE LINK BETWEEN THIS
MAGNIFICENT bugatti royale WITH aviation ?… THE ANSWER IS On page 3.

B

eware ! Our Piper Cub is still suffering
from a lack of Sponsors, and its flights
may have to be drastically reduced in
2012. All possible solutions have been
envisaged, but I have to admit that none of
them are satisfactory. This will, no doubt,
be a major subject of discussion during the
next General Assembly, but, in the mean
time, I wish to reiterate my call to those
who haven’t yet renewed their sponsorship
and ask them to do it as soon as possible.

F

inally, it’s annual dues time again, and
that is inevitable. So, please read the
list printed on page 2, and if you don’t find
your name on it, please do send us a check
of 50 euros (Or, if you reside in the USA,
send a check of $ 50.00 to Irene Grinnell,
as explained on page 2). I sincerely thank
you for that in advance.
Bernard

EVERYTHING ABOUT THE CAEA DEWOITINE 520
SEE YOU ON THE FRENCH WING BOOTH IN
THE AIR MUSEUM ON MARCH 31 AND APRIL 1st
DURING THE “carrefour de l’air” associations’ REUNION.
2012 - 2013 FRENCH WING annUAL DUES
PLEASE SEND YOUR PARTICIPATION IF YOUR
NAME IS NOT ON THE LIST publiSHED On page 2
THANKS IN aDvance !
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NEWS
PIPER CUB
“SPIRIT OF LEWIS”

The Piper Cub “Spirit of
Lewis” of our association
desperately needs more
sponsors if we want to see
it fly this year !
Remember that the financing system
adopted since the purchase of this
plane is based on from our members
and friends.
Flying Sponsor
Annual Premium 250€ and price per
flight hour 25€ (Average cost over 10
hours of flight : 50€).
(Note : Approved pilots are all Flying Sponsors)
Restoration Sponsor
Annual Premium 125€ and price per
flight hour 45€ (Average cost over 10
hours of flight : 57,50€).
Supporting Sponsor
Annual Premium 50€ and price per
flight hour 55€ (Average cost over 10
hours of flight : 60€).
Non-Sponsors
Non-Sponsors do not pay any annual
premium but the cost for one flight
hour is 80 euros.
We’re still missing 1125 € to cover the
fixed costs which amount to 5700 €
for year 2012.
We are looking into an alternative
system to finance this plane, but the
fixed costs are, alas, unavoidable, and,
for the moment, we admit that we
haven’t found any miraculous recipe.
Therefore, we ask all our members
who were sponsors in 2011 to renew,
as well as the others…

IMPORTANT
FRENCH WING ANNUAL
DUES 2012 - 2013
We thank all the members whose
name is not on the list below, for
sending their annual dues before
the end of the month.
The good news is that for the 12th
consecutive year, this participation remains unchanged at 50€ (or
$ 50.00).
We do hope that many will take this
opportunity to become Sponsors of
the Piper Cub “Spirit of Lewis”.
Send your checks written to the
“CAF French Wing”, to the head
office of our Association (19 rue de
Cannes, 93600, Aulnay sous Bois).
If you live in the USA, send a check
of $ 50.00 to Irene Grinnell, written to her name, at the following
address : Irene Grinnell, P.O. Box
719, Little Elm, TX 75068.
Are up to date with their dues :
Jim Adams, Gilles Avenel, Noël
Barange, Bunty Bateman, Olivier
Beyer, Merrill Butikofer, Cédric
Chanu, Daniel Costelle, JeanChristophe Debuisson, Bernard
Delfino, Fumiko Delfino, Guy
Fourdrain, Claude Gascon,
Maurice Girard, Irene Grinnell,
Roy Grinnell, Barbara Hair,
Aubrey Hair, Jean-Luc Jentel,
Marie-Françoise Le Cornec,
Marcel Ledoux, Kevin LeonardKeller, Isabelle Lesser, Camille
Montaigu, Philippe Nonat,
Patrick Pierre-Pierre, Haruo
Tanaka, Regis Urschler, Ron
Wright.

2012 FRENCH WING
EVENTS
• The Carrefour de l’Air which
allows Associations to present their
work to the public and to establish
new links between themselves, will
take place in Le Bourget on March
31 and April 01. The French Wing
will have its booth there and we
invite all members to come and see
it like they did in 2011.
• The Piper Club France GA will take
place in Amiens on April 14, 2012.
• The French Wing Fly-in will take
place on May 12, 2012 in Le PlessisBelleville.
We ask everyone who will come with
or without an airplane, and who can
take part in the preparation and its
good progress to make themselves
known ASAP.
The airplanes will include the French
Wing’s and those residing in Le PlessisBelleville or not too far from it :
• Piper Cub
• NC 856
• Jurca Sirocco
• MS 733
• Cessna 195 (60th anniversary)
• Taurus
• Jodel D120
• Stearman
• Christen Eagle
• Yak 18T
We will soon start sending invitations
for other attractive historical planes
whose identity will be published
as soon as their presence will be
confirmed. In addition, we have
hopes to obtain the participation of
very nice cars !
• Other events are still to be
confirmed. We hope to participate in
the La Ferté-Alais air show on May
26 and 27, with our booth and at
least one airplane.
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BUGATTI ROYALE MADE IN TEXAS
Article : Bernard Delfino - Photos : Jean-Marie Garric

Here are a few
explanations
from Jean-Marie
Garric about the
fabrication
of
this exceptional
achievement :
“The chassis is a
very close copy of
the original.
We rarely talk about cars in this modest monthly bulletin, but there are occasions which we cannot miss, like this
superb replica of a Bugatti Royale built
by Jean-Marie Garric, famous for his
Yak 3’s and his Potez 63-11.

The engine is a straight eight 1950
Buick Road Master, the transmission is
from a 1957 Chevy Pick Up, and the
rear end from a Ford Pick Up.
I went the hard way but everything
works very well.

The front axle is indeed home made
(Like everything else).
The wheels were a bit more difficult to
make : The wheels are 24 inches implement wheels and on top of that I built
a cover of cast aluminum. I didn’t try to
make a close copy of the 41121 Weinberger.
The front fenders and the rear of the car
are more like a 41111 Esders. The body
is entirely made of aluminum by hand !
The only original part is the name plate
on the radiator. I have never built a car
before, but I had a good time building
that one, and I didn’t intend to compete
with all the people who are in the Bugatti business”.

During our telephone conversations
and exchanges of emails, Jean-Marie
Garric told me that he had built a car,
a Bugatti Royale (No less !), and he invited me to do a quick search on the
Internet to discover a few pictures. It
only took me a few seconds to find it,
and I admit I remained speechless !…
For anyone who has ever tried to do
any metal work, it will be easy to realize the difficulty to make parts as complex as, for example, the wings of this
prestigious car.
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“DOWN ON THE DECK”

Latest painting from Roy Grinnell
December 4, 1952. Major Robinson Risner from the 336
FIS flying an F-86E was escorting some fighter- bombers
near Sinuiju, Korea.
Risner’s flight met 4 MiG-15s head on. Combat ensued and MiGs
started to run. Risner fired a short burst at the tail-end Charlie.
Risner’s ammo hit the MiG’s canopy and it shattered away.
The MiG and Risner descended to ground level, right on the
deck. The MiG threw out his speed brakes. Now they were
wing tip to wing tip. Risner looked right at the pilot as they
flashed over the river bed. Risner’s wingman yelled “hit him,”
“get him.”
The MiG pilot looked over at Risner and shook his fist, his
oxygen mask was torn off when the canopy was shot away.
The MiG pilot led Risner right onto the Tak Tung Kau airfield
35 miles inside China and was hoping that Risner would be
shot down at the air field.
Risner got the damaged MiG and it disintegrated everywhere
as it hit the ground at the air field. This was Risner’s 7th
victory. The Major would end his tour in Korea with 8
victories.
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NEWS
A little hello from
Texas to all members
of the French Wing
on behalf of Irene
and Roy Grinnell and
Barbara and Aubrey
Hair who met for the
grand opening of an
art show by several
renown aviation artists.
The painting “A twisted tale” by Roy really
stand out in this art
exhibit named “Horizons of Flight”, in the
offices of CAE Simuflite on the airport of
Dallas Fort Worth
(Texas). The show will last several months. Thank you to our friend Gene Dickinson, the author of this photograph.

SHAMROCK 22 “An Aviator’s, Story”
By col. Rick Hudlow, member of the French Wing
With this book, col. Rick Hudlow tells us about his life as an
aviator which started very early when he was 18 years old. At
19, he became a B-25 pilot, and he describes his life in France
and Germany where he was posted between WWII and the
Berlin airlift.
Rick volunteered for the B-47 and the B-52 jet program. He
became a jet pilot but also a certified Navigator and Bombardier.
As he progressed through the Air Force ranks and accumulated an invaluable experience, he became one of the highest
graded and experienced B-52 Commanders. He was responsible for the improvements brought to the B-52, in particular to its efficiency in combat. His story during the difficult
times of the cold war is told in great details, not forgetting its
effect on his family life and his charming wife Louise.
His crew, with whom he flew for 9 years, became one of the
best and most efficient team in the Stategic Air Command.
Within the CAF, Rick has been the driving power which allowed the restoration to flying status of the A-26 Sierra Hotel
whose first flight should take place very soon.
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AT THE HANGAR DOORS

MEZZANINE
It was on February 29, at 9:30 A.M.
Precisely, that the truck belonging
to company Baudoux, arrived at the
hangar to deliver the numerous steel
beams of the mezzanine.
The driver was met by Roger and
Bernard who had already rolled out
the Piper Cub in order to make
enough room (Below and on the
right).
Thanks to the driver’s expertise,
unloading and sorting out this load,
using a radio controlled crane only
required one hour.
Scheduled for March 14, because of
the assembling team’s winter holidays, the erection of this structure
weighing 5,000 lbs, was finally done
on the 13th, thanks to some work
that had been completed early.

This task was started at 8 A.M. and
we were very impressed by the celerity of the two workers and their
leader. Evidently, they knew what
they were doing.
The members present were Jean-Yves
Cercy, Roger Gouzon, and Bernard
Delfino, joined, later in the after-

noon, by Michel Baloche, Philippe
Nonat, and Didier Cardinal.
For a change, our job simply consisted in observing and photographing
these workers as they assembled this
giant puzzle. As we came back from
our lunch break, we noticed that the
work had progressed quite a lot.
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Top to bottom and left to right :
• Measurements of the structure using an
optical spirit level.
• Drilling of the holes in the hangar structure
using an electro-magnetic power drill and a
mill.
• Assembly of the first supporting elements.
• Fitting of the longitudinal beams which
will support the wooden floor.
• Only 4 beams to go and it will be over !

At 4 P.M. exactly, after only 7 hours,
this job, done with a tolerance of
1mm, was over. It allowed Jean-Yves
and Bernard to clean the entire hangar, to put away all the equipment
under the mezzanine structure, and
to get the airplanes back inside. A
day that went like a clock-work !
The delivery of the wood that will be
used to build the rooms took place
on March 19. Jean-Yves, Roger, Guy,
Bertrand, and Bernard were there to
greet the truck. This load weighed
3,400 lbs but it was soon unloadedby
hand, and work started immediately
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after on the mezzanine floor. This
went rather fast, and it was over the
following day. In just a few hours,
the hangar area had gained almost

500 ft2, about 20% ! The next steps
will be to build the spiral staircase
and the walls, doors, windows, and
ceiling…

The various phases of the fitting of the floor
panels are largely illustrated thanks to these
photos taken by Bernard.
After the floor was finished, Fumiko, Roger,
and Bernard put away the rest of the wood
so that the NC 856 which had been stored
in Philippe Nonat’s hangar could be brought
back.
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THE CAEA DEWOITINE 520
Article B. Delfino - Photos : CAEA

(For further information visit the CAEA web site : http://www.caea.info/)

It was in 1936 that Émile Dewoitine
formed a team whose task was to produce a fighter that would fulfil the criteria dictated by the Armée de l’Air :
To be able to reach a speed of 520
km/h, hence its name.

The Dewoitine 520 was engaged successfully against the German and Italian air forces, but in too small numbers since, when the Armistice was
declared, 437 aircraft had been built,
and 351 delivered. These D520 got
147 victories over the enemy for a loss
of only 54 airplanes.
The planes which were in the unoccupied zone were captured by the Germans who used them as trainers, and
others served in Italy, Romania, and
Bulgaria as fighters.
In 1944, the Germans fled from the
south west of France. The aircraft that
were recovered served in a FFI fighter
group commanded by Marcel Doret,
escorting, among other tasks, the

Peinture : Roy GRinnell

The first prototype flew for the first time
on October 2,1938. Under-powered by
a Hispano-Suiza engine delivering only
890 HP, it was unable to exceed the speed
of 480 km/h. Following an accident, it
was fitted with a more powerful engine
which gave total satisfaction. Two more
prototypes confirmed this performance
and the authorities ordered 200, then
510 aircraft, a figure that rose to 1280
when the war broke out.
bombers which attacked the pockets
of Royan and the Pointe de Grave.
In total, 600 D520 were produced
of which 4 survived. One of them
was restored to flying conditions but
ended its career in 1986 in a dramatic
accident that took the life of its pilot,
Commandant Bove.
The other three planes belong to the
Air Museum. One is displayed in
the museum in le Bourget, another
is restored to static condition by
the Aéronavale museum in Rochefort, and the third one is restored
to static condition my the members
of the Conservatoire de l’Air et de
l’Espace d’Aquitaine, (CAEA), under the direction of a D520 lover,
Gilbert Godaillier.

The D520 that they restore is number 603. It flew for the first time on
June 24, 1942, with pilot Léopold
Galy at the controls. It was posted
to the base in Montpellier where it
fell in German hands in November
of the same year. After the liberation,
it was damaged twice in Tours but it
was repaired and modified with dual
controls.
It was finally found in a dump yard
and sent to Salon de Provence to
decorate the Air school square, but,
after a few years, it was sent to the air
museum in Le Bourget.
It was during an international show
that a CAEA team put it back together and displayed it to commemorate
the Armée de l’Air 70th anniversary,
in May 2004. It was then lent to this
Association for a complete restoration.
The photos that were sent to us by
Gilbert Godaillier tell the whole story and show the complexity of the
task this team has to face. Gilbert
himself has no aeronautical background since, before he retired, he
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was a computer expert working for
a bank. Fond of aviation, he, like
many of us, assembled numerous
plastic models, and his retirement
present was to fly a T-6 in Kisseemee
for one hour.
In love with the D520, he decided,
about 20 years ago, to build a 1/4,7
scale model made of aluminium,
starting with the dashboard (Below).

It was during the 2004 international
show in Bordeaux that Gilbert discovered the D520 number 603 and decided to become a CAEA member and
help with its restoration. Scale 1 had
been reached !
Work has progressed in a little over
7 years, but a lot remains to be done
to make this airplane as exact as possible. As one can see, things are taking
a good shape. Congratulation to Gilbert Godaillier and his team !
Below and top left, two photos taken in 2009 during an open doors day of Base 106. Gilbert Godaillier is in the cockpit !… One would think these nice photos were taken in 1940 !

The two photos above show the cockpit before, in 2004, and after restoration, in
2011. One can easily imagine the difficulties
that were met to reach such a result : Years of
delicate cleaning, paint stripping, repairing,
re-painting, and re-assembling !
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ing. Total time : A year and a half !…
Seeing the restricted area, one can only
admire the very high quality of the work
performed by this team of volunteers.
Today, as can be seen on the photo on
the left, the flying controls have been
refitted, and are only missing some
pipes and the electrical circuit.

The photos above show the rear fuselage
and the cockpit of the D520, before, and
after cleaning, paint striping, and paint-

The plane had arrived without the
gear which had been fitted to number 862 displayed in Le Bourget
museum. At Xmas 2006, two D520
wheels were put up for sale on ebay
by an aviation buff who accepted
to sell them for their basic price of
250€ (Above). Then, the left leg of

the D520 which had crashed, was
found in Normandy. It was damaged
but it was used to get two pistons
manufactured by Atelier Industriel
Aéronautique in Floirac, and Sabena Technics offered to overhaul the
shock absorbers.
The only restrictions that this restoration suffers from are the need to display
the airplane from time to time, and the
old age of the hangar where it is kept.
We trust the CAEA will find adequate
solutions soon !
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WING PROJECTS
PATRON COMPANIES SUPPORTING THE FRENCH WING
DASSAULT FALCON SERVICE - TOPGUNART.COM - SKY RUNNER
EDITIONS LARIVIERE

SPIRIT OF LEWIS
SPONSORS 2012

Flying Sponsors

NEW PX ITEM

LA FERTÉ-ALAIS 2011

Hugh Alexander III
Gilles Avenel
Michel Baloche
Eric Bellebon
Rémi Bellet
Jean-Yves Cercy
Gaël Darquet
Bernard Delfino
Claude Gascon
Roger Gouzon
Roy Grinnell
Irene Grinnell
John Roeder

Restoration Sponsor
Bunty Bateman
Cédric Chanu
Michel Fleury
Louis-Jean Gioux
Maurice girard

Supporting Sponsor
CD Rom of 110 photos taken during the 2011 La Ferté-Alais air show.
1600 pixels jpeg images that make a nice screen
saver/wall paper, or which can be printed for personal use only (10 € P&P incl, or 8 € for our members)

The CAF French Wing is a non-profit Association ruled by
the 1901 law, and registered under number 2473 of the Journal
Officiel dated 10 July 1996.

Unit Leader : Col. Bernard DELFINO
Tél & Fax : 01 48 69 04 57 - Mobile  : 0680361717
email : bdelfino26@free.fr
Executive Officer : Bertrand BROWN
Tél : 09 50 19 58 62 - Mobile : 06 16 97 55 06
email : webmaster@gaetanmarie.com
Finance Officer : Col. Claude GASCON
Tél : 03 29 86 71 00 - Mobile : 0675742596
email : claudegascon@free.fr
Adjutant : Noël BARANGE
Tél : 01 30 96 68 53 - Mobile  : 06 84 92 90 08
email : noel.b1@club-internet.fr
AIRSHOW is a publication of the French Wing of the
Commemorative Air Force, Inc. - Any partial or complete reproduction of the articles and the illustrations published in this
monthly Newsletter is forbidden without the agreement of the
FW. Please write to the Association at the following address : 19
rue de Cannes 93600 - Aulnay sous Bois - FRANCE.

Anonyme 1
Anonyme 2
Bertrand Brown
Jean-Christophe Debuisson
Fumiko Delfino
Danielle Duflot
Barbara Hair
Aubrey Hair
Marcel Ledoux
Colette McAlester
Jean-Claude Miniggio
Camille Montaigu
Haruo Tanaka
Ron Wright

Still plenty of room here
for the Sponsors who will
help with the budget of the
Piper Cub “Spirit of Lewis”. We need exactly 1125€.
Thanks for supporting this
significant warbird !

DONORS
Lucienne FARNAULT
Famille MANOUKIANS
Noël BARANGE
Bertrand BROWN
Jacqueline CLERC
Cédric CHANU
Louis-Jean GIOUX
Cédric MALHAIRE
Bertrand BROWN
Marie-Françoise LE CORNEC
Gaël DARQUET
Stéphane DUCHEMIN
Christian WANNYN
Gaël DARQUET
Camille MONTAIGU
Didier CARDINAL
ANONYME
Michel FLEURY
John FRANCIS
Alain JIMENEZ
Jim LUX
Lilian AYARS
Guy ROBERT
Lewis BATEMAN
William DAVIES
Jean-Yves CERCY
Arnaud CHATTON
Claude DE MARCO
Roger GOUZON
Michel PERRIN
Jean-Pierre JOB
Jean-Christophe DEBUISSON
Henri BOURRASSIER
Hugh ALEXANDER III
Sandy SANSING
Regis URSCHLER
George CHANDLER
Matt SIMEK
Guy BORTOLUS
Patrick PIERRE-PIERRE
Eric BESANÇON
Jean BARBAUD
Shirley BATEMAN
David & Eileen BOTTLEY
Marie-Françoise LE CORNEC
Philippe DUFLOT
Christian FALENTIN
Barbara & Aubrey HAIR
Claude REQUI
Kim TOLFREE
Eric JANSSONNE
Christophe BASTIDE
David PRICE
Fumiko DELFINO
Bernard DELFINO
Haruo TANAKA
Eric REARWIN
Yves DONJON
Roy & Irene GRINNELL
Bunty BATEMAN
Marcel FRANCISCI
Dominique DEUDON
John & Anne ROEDER
Ronald WRIGHT
Léon MANOUKIANS
Aviation Club de France
Georges MARCELIN
Semaan SOUEID
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